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Overview 
 
CheetahMail provides access to many features through externally accessible APIs. These APIs are 
based on the HTTPS protocol with specific key/value pairs depending on the service. This document 
outlines the recommended method of interacting with the various services provided. For details on 
specific services, please see the service documentation. This document is only relevant if the client has 
chosen to host their own API Client solution, rather than using the CheetahMail hosted solution that is 
based on transferred files. It is intended to support technical staff in the development of their own API 
Clients. A basic understanding of network programming in the chosen language is assumed. CheetahMail 
provides a reference implementation in Perl upon request. 
 
The general architecture described below is one way to accomplish reliable API communication with 
CheetahMail, but is certainly not the only one. Please use this as a reference for interpreting the results of 
the API appropriately to assure that all requests are processed correctly. 
 
 
Real-Time 
 
The term ‘real-time’ is often used in reference to APIs to mean that information is transferred to 
CheetahMail as soon as it is acquired by the client. It should not be confused with true ‘real-time’ 
computing since it is operating over an internet connection. On some level the program must be able to 
account for normal and abnormal errors and retry as appropriate, which introduces a certain amount of 
overhead and delay in order to achieve reliability. This means that API service calls should not be made 
within a program that runs at most once per request (i.e.: confirmation web page) unless the failure is in 
some way written out to a process like the one described below. Often there is some amount of batching 
necessary even when implementing a ‘real-time’ solution. 
 
We have two services that are truly batch because the entire set of requests is transferred at once: load1 
and unsub1.These provide API access to the same programs available through the GUI as ‘Data Upload’ 
and ‘Bulk Unsubscribe’. All other services provide an immediate response per request. 
 
 
Queuing with Retries 
 
Since communication between the calling program (API Client) and the CheetahMail service occurs over 
the Internet, there can be service interruptions. The ISPs that provide the connectivity occasionally have 
routing issues or network outages. CheetahMail occasionally has planned and emergency maintenance. 
Because of these potential temporary issues, the API Client must support some sort of retry mechanism.  
 
There are two main components to a reliable API Client implementation:  
 
• a module or class that actually makes the HTTPS calls to the service 
 
• a wrapper around this that polls for files to process on a regular basis (depending on the frequency of 

requests) 
 
The detection of errors should be handled by the first component and the appropriate action should be 
taken by the second. 
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An API Client based on a queuing method is recommended with this type of directory structure: 
 
incoming/1%1153471180%ebmtrigger_requests.txt 
running/ 
done/ 
log/ 
failed/ 
 
Data files that are waiting to be processed are dropped in incoming. These can contain multiple 
requests or a single request, depending on the source of the requests. If the file comes from a website 
form post, it will probably contain a single request. If it is the output of a batched SQL query, it will 
probably contain many requests. When the API Client program picks up the file for processing, it should 
be moved to running. This is only necessary in a multi-threaded situation where more than one instance 
of the API Client can be polling the incoming directory for new files. For serial processing or with proper 
use of file locking, a single incoming directory could be sufficient.  
 
The naming convention used here is: 
try%epoch_time%data_file_name 
 
This convention uses a percent sign as a delimiter, but any reasonable delimiter can be used. The first 
value ‘try’ is the number of attempts to process a file (see below for details). The second is the epoch 
representation of when to process this file (use to specify a processing delay). A new data file will have try 
= 1 and epoch = now. Epoch representations of time are typical on Unix systems, the specific 
representation is not important, use whatever is natural on the chosen operating system. 
 
For every record processed, a log line with the result code from CheetahMail should be stored along with 
the timestamp to aid in debugging and auditing. Log storage and rotation should follow internal 
procedures. CheetahMail recommends keeping Log storage for 90 days.  
 
If the result code returned by CheetahMail was OK (successful) or a Permanent error, then the record has 
been processed. A log line should be added and the next record should be processed. In addition to the 
entry in the log file, the result code should be stored in the data file, so that retries will not attempt that 
record again
 

. 

incoming/ 
running/1%1153471180%ebmtrigger_requests.txt 
done/ 
log/ebmtrigger_requests.log 
failed/ 
 
Note: CheetahMail cannot log all unsuccessful API service calls, so it is critical to debugging issues that 
the client retains logs of all attempts. 
 
If the result code from CheetahMail is a Temporary error, then this should cause the file to enter a retry 
cycle. There is no point in advancing to the next record since the Temporary error has nothing to do with 
the data. The error will occur for all records in the file until the issue is resolved. If the issue does not 
resolve within 1-2 hours, the client should contact CheetahMail to report the issue. The retry cycle should 
have some sort of back off algorithm; for example, 2 times the number of minutes since the last try. So 
the file will try again after 2 minutes, then 4 minutes, then 8, etc.  This can be accomplished by moving 
the partially finished data file back into incoming with a try number and associated delay in the filename 
to keep track of how many attempts have occurred. 
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incoming/2%1153471300%ebmtrigger_requests.txt 
running/ 
done/ 
log/ebmtrigger_requests.log 
failed/ 
 
If the maximum number of tries is reached or if there is any high level failure (terminated process), the file 
should be moved to the failed directory and the appropriate team should be notified via email or page 
depending on the urgency of the error. These situations should be rare. 
 
incoming/ 
running/ 
done/ 
log/ebmtrigger_requests.log 
failed/15%1153532620%ebmtrigger_requests.txt 
 
Once the entire file has been processed successfully, it should be moved to the done directory.  
 
incoming/ 
running/ 
done/2%1153471300%ebmtrigger_requests.txt 
log/ebmtrigger_requests.log 
failed/ 
 
 
HTTP vs. CheetahMail Errors 
 
HTTP errors must be handled in addition to CheetahMail-specific service errors. The only successful 
HTTP return code is ‘200’, once a ‘200’ is received, check for CheetahMail-specific errors. All other HTTP 
return codes are some type of Temporary or Permanent error. Errors in the range of 5XX are Temporary 
and should be retried

 

, all others should be treated as high level failures. For high level failures, move the 
whole file to failed and contact CheetahMail.  

 
Success 
 
There is only one way to know the service call was successful. The HTTP return code must be ‘200’ and 
the response content must contain: 
 
OK 
 
A useful regular expression for this is:  
 
/\s*OK\s*/ 
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Permanent vs. Temporary Errors 
 
Every service CheetahMail provides has a set of potential errors described in the service documentation. 
Most of these errors are Permanent and some are Temporary. This distinction is important to properly 
support retries.  
 
A Permanent error can be permanent for the current request or indicate a serious setup issue with the 
process. Most errors listed in the service documentation are Permanent data errors, meaning that the 
individual request cannot be processed due to the specifics of that request and probably will not impact 
other records. For example err:email:missing is a Permanent data error. However, if all requests result in 
this error, there is probably some sort of data input problem upstream from this process.  
 
The most common Temporary error is an internal server error. This is equivalent to an HTTP 500 error, 
but output as a CheetahMail error string:  
 
err:internal error 
 
The other Temporary error is:  
 
err:auth[:additional message] 
 
This indicates a lack of authentication or a lack of authorization. In the first case, it is necessary to refresh 
the authentication token. See the next section for details on this procedure. Be careful, because it could 
also be a Permanent error if the requested action is not authorized for the authenticated user (i.e.: 
subscribing to an unauthorized list or triggering an event that the API user does not have permission to 
send). The Permanent error situation should be typically be detected during setup, but may crop up when 
launching new events. 
 
Check the specific service documentation to determine the exact error strings to expect as this document 
does not provide an exhaustive list. The ebmtrigger1 documentation distinguishes between PERM and 
CONFIG errors, but they are both Permanent because they should not be automatically retried and 
require human intervention. 
 
 
Authentication 
 
Authentication is provided through the login1 service. CheetahMail staff will create an Affiliate User with 
the ‘API Client’ role and provide the username and password. This information must be passed to the 
login service to acquire a valid cookie, which can be used for the duration of that session (up to 8 hours) 
with other service calls.  
 
If the response from the login1 service is err:auth then this should be treated as a Permanent error. This 
is most likely due to incorrect credentials (or incorrect parameter names). The pseudo code below shows 
the general method of handling authentication within the request cycle.  
  
Cookie = getFileContents(Path2CookieFile);  
If (isEmpty(Cookie)) {  
 Cookie = sendLoginRequest(name, cleartext);  
 save2File(Cookie, Path2CookieFile);  
}  
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Result = sendAPIRequest(Cookie, Request);  
If (isAuthError(Result)) {  
 Cookie = sendLoginRequest(name, cleartext);  
 save2File(Cookie, Path2CookieFile);  
 Result = sendAPIRequest(Cookie, Request);  
}  
  
First the cookie is retrieved from the cookie file. If there is no cookie in the file, a login request should be 
made to retrieve one. This value should be serialized back to the file and then used for the current 
session. The API request should be attempted with the cookie, if the result indicates a failure to 
authenticate, then a new authentication token should be retrieved. The method that sends the login 
request should fail if the login attempt fails. 
 
 
Keep Alive 
 
The use of Keep-Alive is recommended for all clients. If the client plans on sending high volumes of 
service calls (> 10,000 per hour), then it is required to deliver on the promised throughput. One common 
misconception is that to achieve additional throughput the program should simply use additional threads. 
This method still incurs the overhead of setup and tear-down of the HTTP connection with each request. 
Keep-Alive keeps the connection open for all requests during the session (per thread), thereby reducing 
the per request delay. Multiple threads are acceptable, but only in addition to Keep-Alive headers. Most 
high level languages support a way to enable the Keep-Alive header on the HTTP object.  
 
 
HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) 
 
The use of HTTPS is required for all client setups.  
 
 
Data Encoding 
 
The use of encoding is required for proper passing of special characters. Standard URL encoding should 
be used even when using POST. Most HTTP implementations should automatically provide this 
encoding. To test, be sure that values with an ampersand come through correctly. For example, &copy; 
is a common HTML entity that is used in item descriptions. Any integration test should include verification 
that such values are transferred properly. 
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